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Selected Articles: Boris Johnson Threatens to
Suspend Parliament

By Global Research News
Global Research, September 04, 2019

Global  Research,  like many independent voices all  over the globe,  is  feeling the effects of
online measures set up to curtail access to our website, and by consequence, hinder our
finances.  We  sail  on  despite  the  unpredictable  currents  and  unfavourable  forecasts.  We
can’t  steer  this  ship  alone  however,  we  need  your  help!

We would be greatly indebted to you for any donation large or small. Can you contribute to
help us meet our monthly running costs? Make no mistake, we intend to be here for years to
come, but for the time being we ask for your help to stay afloat as we ride the storm out. 

Click to make a one-time or a recurring donation

*     *     *

Boris Johnson Threatens to Suspend Parliament, Reminiscent of Dissolution of the Reichstag
in Nazi Germany?

By Hans Stehling, September 03, 2019

In 1933 Germany, democracy was threatened and finally destroyed by the Nazi  Party who
eliminated those who opposed their Fascist ideology of mass murder and genocide.

Ottawa Goes to Havana to Talk Venezuela. Returns Empty-handed

By Nino Pagliccia, September 03, 2019

Canadian Minister of Foreign Affairs Chrystia Freeland has just concluded a working visit to
Cuba on August 28 intended to discuss the “crisis in Venezuela” with her Cuban counterpart
Bruno Rodriguez.
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Did Trump Tacitly Threaten to Use Biological Weapons to Exterminate 10 Million?

By Terje Maloy, September 03, 2019

Since president Trump now has come out and openly admitted that plans for a genocide are
contemplated, it is  reasonable to look at what practical means the US military machine has
for implementing this criminal undertaking, which is tantamount to genocide.

The Meaning of Human Life

By Van Robison, September 03, 2019

Human life is precious, limited in time and delicate, fragile and unpredictable. There seems
to be two types of humans on earth and they are those with no conscience and those who
have compassion, empathy and genuine concern for others.

The West’s “Humanitarian” Claims as Syrian War Nears Endgame

By Tony Cartalucci, September 02, 2019

Headlines emanating from the West regarding Syria’s ongoing war have a common theme –
allegations of Syria and Russia’s “ruthless barrage” of the northern region of Idlib.

Governing the Earth:  Current  Political  Chaos  Demands a  Transformation  of  the  United
Nations

By Emanuel Pastreich, September 02, 2019

The destruction of  the Amazon jungles  by right-wing Brazilian president  Jair  Bolsonaro
threatens  to  end  our  civilization  and  to  condemn  the  next  generation  to  death  and
destruction.

Venezuela,  Ukraine,  Hong Kong,  … :  Color  Revolutions and Regime Change,  A Modern
Scourge Spawning Economic Destabilization and Civil War

By Carla Stea, September 02, 2019

There  are  innumerable  examples  throughout  the  twentieth  and  twenty-first  centuries,  but
three  of  the  most  notorious  demonstrations  of  Washington,  and  its  European  cohorts
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incubating  massive  human  tragedy  and/or  civil  wars  can  be  exemplified  by  Washington’s
cultivation, indeed creation of toxic opposition movements whose goal is the destabilization
and destruction of progressive governments and egalitarian economic and social structures.
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